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About This Game

Set in a sci-fi space station, Escape Station is "chapter one" of what will become an ongoing series of puzzle rooms. Current
game play includes one single player mode room set on a space station with puzzles you must solve to be able to teleport out.

There is no time restriction at present.

This is Early Access and we will continue development from now until late November.
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Saw this game had no reviews, so I decided to take one for the team and buy it to check it out.

I've only got 35 minutes in to it, however here's the list:
Pros:

It brings me back to the old school days of the Playstation 1 in terms of gameplay.

There is no hand holding, you've gotta find the switches and solve the puzzles on your own, and I like that.

Graphics are reminiscent of the PS1 days, but obviously more updated and polished.

Without having made it very far in, the only downside I have found is that it feels like it needs small tweaks (certain mobs won't
fight you, while the same type ((spiders)) will fight you) kind of weird, but not a problem.

Bottom line: for the price, it's good, if you've got a spare 10$ and want a grid-based old school feeling game, get this!

TLDR: good stuff for 10$ think of Kingsfield for VR, if it were grid-based!. Amtrak's Genesis locomotives have always been
some of my favorite locomotives of all time, and that model is perfectly replicated in this Trainz DLC! It's almost as shiny and
beautiful as the real thing, and the Nathan K5LA horn and the engine sound perfect! It feels amazing to haul an Amtrak
Superliner train with one of these and other locomotives!. My biggest problem with this game is that it is heavly censored. If I
paid money for it, it shouldnt have well placed white spots. also there are times when the clothes are slightly torn and its
completly censored. so for the price and what i got, i think its fine. the english is horrible and lots of words get cut off. the art
stlye is good and they dont make you grind to beat bosses which I think is nice. but i don't think i will be returning to this game..
simple but with enough variety to be entertaining. Lovefield General is a VN that takes place in a hospital, where you are one of
the doctors. After you were part of a Car Crash you finally come back to the Hospital just to be greeted by weird Phenomena
and Supernational. You also get to choose between a few interesting Characters as your love Interests and I have to say that I
really liked some of their Personalities.

The Art of this Game isnt the best imo, but that is only because of the Way they made it, because there arent any bad things
about it. The Translation in this VN is also good and i only found very few Mistakes.

There really were quite a few interesting Parts about the Story and they kept me interested through out the Game so that i
finished it in just one go, which took me around 4 hours. As a Result I really recommend this Game and the only thing that I
didnt like that much was the Ending since it left me a little confused. Also this Game is actually very cheap if you consider the
Amount of Content included.

Art: 7\/10
Story: 8.5\/10
Translation: 9.7\/10
Menu: 8.5\/10
Overall: 8.5\/10

Check out my Currator Page: https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/34401214\/. From the little I played, I recommend the
game. Interesiting physical puzzles games with each of the characters, with a touch of comedy from the scientist and signs
around the map. Great for playing wtih friends and as a party game.

EDIT: Really fun party game, and usually requires everyone's involvements to solve the puzzles. Down side is that the game is
easily finished in 2 hours or less.. This was a fun DLC pack. It had very little, but gave four new characters, two of which were
in a LEGO set.

The main reason to buy this pack is the pants collection. The Jack Rabbit and Hot Pants look cool, but the Tornado Pants and
Prospector Pants are actually quite useful.
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This probably shouldn't have been DLC, but it's the best DLC idea possible for this game.
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Very short song and short experience. You're paying money for a 3gb download that lasts for 2-3 minutes and for me atleast has
no replay value. Some of the animations (like jellyfish) are not smooth at all and I started to wonder if I was lagging (however,
everything else was smooth). It was still an ok experience. I appreciate the work put into this, but for me it's a no.. Worst Steam
game I have ever played, the tutorial is brutally aggravating as the tutorial guides voice alone makes the game unbearable. The
price also is high considering how low quality the graphics and game components are.. Very good game, i wanna say
EXCELENT platform game ! There is one problem - when u shoot the bullets going exacly where the enemy is ! cahnge that !
pls.. AND make more traps cuz it too EZ :DDD

9\/10. i love the games
the games have many gamemodes and the games a fun\/funny time with friends. The application is priced reasonably with the
hopes that this will be updated in the future. The drum kit is nice, decent background scene, not much to play with other than
the drums. However, the this is where the interest is.

From what I played on the drums, the sound was great and the only time I could really detect any latency was with some very
fast licks on the high-hat. It's a pretty solid drum kit and I enjoyed playing them --not being a musician by trade (much less one
who plays the drums), I could put out some pretty catchy beats and it was a heck of a lot of fun.

My only difficulty was getting my fingers to hit the triggers in tandem with the bass and cymbals along with the sticks I was
using, if there were a way to use my feet, that would really rock, but I know there are limitations in the input devices I have to
me, not a bad solution on the developer's part.

I recommend this game if you are like Todd Rundgren and just want to bang on the drums all day!. I changed my review. While
the physics aren't the greatest, at least this is something original within the ball rolling games. I applaud the developers for trying
something creative and look forward to what else they have in store in the future.. \udb40\udc21
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